
Script 

Narrator: Two guys from a small village are sitting on a bench and talking to each other. They have 
lived in their village for their whole life and they haven’t seen the world even if they have the 
possibility because they are happy with their life. But everything is about to change. 


First guy: How has your day been so far?


Second guy:  Luckily nothing happened, same as always.


First guy: Same for me, what a nicely quiet place. 


Narrator: Everyday is the same but today something is about to happen. 


First Immigrant walks by the two guys. 


Second guy: Who are you? And what are you doing here?


First immigrant: Hi, I’m new here I moved here from far away. Nice to meet you! Who are you?


First guy: We live here. How can you speak the same language as us?


First immigrant: I have learned it before. 


Second guy: How can you think that you are welcomed here?


Second guy: Oo you are the same religion as us! Do you want to sit down?


Narrator: But is everybody as welcomed as the first immigrant?


Second immigrant: Ursäkta mig vet ni var biblioteket är?


First guy: What are you saying and what are you wearing?


Second immigrant: Excuse me did I do something wrong? 


First guy: She speaks funny.


Second immigrant: Where is the library?


Second guy: You are wrong! 


First guy: Because you look different, you speak a different language and what about your 
religion? Do you know what this is?


Second immigrant: What is it?


Second guy: It’s the symbol for our religion and our god and you don’t know our god or even 
believe in him.


First immigrant: If you don’t understand our language or believe in our god then you can’t be here.


Second immigrant: Why? what is wrong with my clothes, what is wrong with my language and 
what is wrong with my believes?


First guy: We can’t explain you’re just different and you’re not supposed to be here.


Second immigrant: Why can’t you accept that i’m different? We don’t have to be the same, we 
can speak other languages and wear the clothes we want.




Second guy: It would be easier if you learned our language better.


Second immigrant: Sure I will learn your language but you have to accept that I’m not like you.


First immigrant: I want to learn about your religion because i’m interested. 


First guy: We don’t like changes but we can try.


Second immigrant: Okey that’s great but where is the library?


Second guy: We actually don’t have a library, but we have a seat on the bench for you.


Narrator: If everything would be that easy the world would be a better place. We have to change 
the way of thinking about migration. There are 68,5 million refugees and everyday 44 thousand 
people are forced to leave their homes and countries. Remember in the future it could be you.



